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Abstract: Big data discriminatory pricing behavior of service platforms frequently occurs, which
affects the legitimate rights and interests of consumers as well as the healthy development of the
platform economy. The SD (System Dynamics) evolutionary game model characterizing the game
relationship of a big platform, small platform, and government is constructed together with its
equilibrium solutions in order to analyze the regulatory dilemma and governance mechanism against
big data discriminatory pricing of service platforms. This paper finds that government punishment
on the behavior of big data discriminatory pricing plays a decisive role. When the government
punishment is large enough, both platforms tend towards fair pricing; when the government pun-
ishment is insufficient, the big platform always tends towards discriminatory pricing. The supply
chain of the service platform falls into the regulatory dilemma of big data discriminatory pricing
behavior. Due to the hidden characteristics of big data discriminatory pricing and technical challenges
in authentication and proof, a third party is introduced for supervision, and an SD evolutionary
game model with a collaborative supervision mechanism of the government and the third party is
constructed. The results show that positive supervision of the third party can effectively regulate the
big data discriminatory pricing behavior of the big platform, which has specific implications for the
design of the supervision mechanism against big data discriminatory pricing of service platforms.

Keywords: big data discriminatory pricing; service platform; supervision mechanism; evolutionary game;
System Dynamics

1. Introduction

With the support of cloud computing, blockchain, artificial intelligence, and big data,
the service platform has entered a period of rapid development as a new business model. It
has become a new driving force for economic growth [1,2]. However, due to the opacity of
big data algorithms and rules, and the information asymmetry between service platforms
and consumers, the big data discriminatory pricing behavior of service platforms frequently
occurs, infringing on the legitimate rights and interests of consumers, reducing the reputation
of service platforms, and further restricting the sustainable, healthy and stable development
of the platform economy. For example, as early as 2000, Amazon in the United States was
disclosed to use big data technology to set discriminatory pricing and use personal information
to charge some consumers higher prices, which was considered as an irresponsible behavior by
consumers and had a huge negative impact on Amazon [3]. In 2018, many service platforms,
such as Fliggy.com, dynamically adjusted their prices according to users’ search behavior [4].
Didi and Tencent Video charged different prices according to user types, which aroused strong
dissatisfaction among consumers [5]. Therefore, how to govern the big data discriminatory
pricing behavior in the supply chain of service platforms has become a hot topic concerning
the government, consumers, and academia.

In recent years, the government in China has successively promulgated and announced
relevant policies such as the Anti-Unfair Competition Law, the Regulations on Adminis-
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trative Penalties for Price Violations (Draft for Comments), and the Prohibition of Unfair
Competition on the Internet (Draft for Comments), which have defined the identification
standards and punishment regulations for big data discriminatory pricing. These mea-
sures show that it is imperative to strengthen government supervision to curb the big data
discriminatory pricing behavior of service platforms. However, due to the information
disadvantage of government agencies and the high cost of regulation implementation [6,7],
it is difficult for government to achieve the expected effect [8]. Therefore, Lei et al. [9] be-
lieved that consumers, as the direct victims of interests, can cooperate with the government
to supervise the big data discriminatory pricing behavior of service platforms through
reporting, complaining, exposure, and other rights protection methods. However, due to
the opacity of big data algorithms and rules, it is difficult for consumers to judge and prove
the big data discriminatory pricing behavior, which leads to the frequent occurrence of
this phenomenon. In 2019, Ctrip.com was accused of using big data for discriminatory
pricing; when consumers frequently searched for air tickets from their online channel, the
fares would become more expensive. With the development of the market economy, some
scholars [10–12] pointed out the benefits of third-party supervision, such as sharing the
heavy task of government supervision and alleviating its pressure and deficiencies, so
their cooperation can effectively safeguard the legitimate rights and interests of consumers.
Therefore, a reasonable and efficient supervision and governance mechanism is needed to
govern the big data discriminatory pricing behavior of service platforms to strengthen the
role of third-party supervision, which is of great significance for safeguarding the legitimate
rights and interests of consumers, improving the standardization and compliance of the
service platforms, and promoting the healthy, sustainable, and stable development of the
platform economy.

There is a major gap and contribution in the theoretical research on the prevention
of big data discriminatory pricing behavior in service platforms. On the one hand, many
studies related to “the prevention of big data discriminatory pricing” focus on a single
platform, the government, and consumers [9,13]; however, this paper considers two asym-
metric service platforms, the government, and the third party, where asymmetric service
platforms means that platforms have differences in user scale, capital, technical capabilities,
etc. This paper is about two platforms of different sizes. On the other hand, there are many
“big data discriminatory pricing” studies, which mostly study how companies use big data
discriminatory pricing to maximize their benefits [14,15] or mostly consider the issue of big
data discriminatory pricing supervision from the perspective of legal regulation [16,17] and
put forward a government regulation strategy with consumer participation [9,13]. These
studies do not consider the recurrence of big data discriminatory pricing of the big platform,
the difficulty in safeguarding the rights and interests of consumers, or the ineffectiveness
of government supervision. In this study, due to the game between subjects needing to
consider the time factor, we will use time-related evolutionary game theory and System
Dynamics. This paper firstly constructs an evolutionary game model characterizing the
competition between two asymmetric platforms under the government supervision mecha-
nism; and then uses System Dynamics to explore the impacts of government supervision
and consumer conversion rate on the platform pricing strategy. The supply chain of service
platforms falls into the regulatory dilemma of incurring the big data discriminatory pricing
behavior of the big platform. Further, considering the difficulty and ineffectiveness of gov-
ernment supervision and the professionalism of the third party, a collaborative supervision
mechanism of the government and the third party is proposed to improve the effectiveness
of supervision on the big data discriminatory pricing behavior.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is the literature review.
Section 3 puts forward the model assumptions and construction; and then derives equi-
librium outcomes under government supervision. Based on System Dynamics, Section 4
provides a numerical simulation to analyze the system stability equilibrium and parameter
sensitivity under government supervision. Section 5 further introduces a collaborative
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supervision mechanism of the government and the third party into the above model and
obtains relevant outcomes. Section 6 gives some conclusions and management implications.

2. Literature Review

There exist two main research branches related to this paper. One is about big data
discriminatory pricing. The other is about the governance and supervision of the big data
discriminatory pricing of platforms.

Big data discriminatory pricing means that the service platform firstly uses big data
technology to collect and analyze consumer information, such as browsing records, con-
sumption preferences, income levels, and so on; then sells the same goods or services to
different consumers at different prices to earn supernormal profit [9,18]. Its essence is a
kind of “price discrimination based on behavior” or differentiated pricing [19]. Fudenberg
and Tirole [20,21] first proposed the concept of “price discrimination based on behavior”
and pointed out that enterprises implement price discrimination against consumers based
on their historical information. Since then, the discriminatory pricing strategy of using big
data as a new technical means has attracted widespread attention from scholars. For exam-
ple, the rationality of discriminatory pricing behavior in the context of big data is discussed
from the perspective of legislation [22,23]; the competitive pricing strategies of platform
enterprises, such as discriminatory pricing and unified pricing are studied [24,25], and the
impact of pricing strategy on platform enterprises’ profit is analyzed through optimization
modeling from the perspective of microeconomics [14,15]. The relationship between dif-
ferential pricing based on consumer purchase history is explored from the perspective of
technological innovation [26]; the trade-off and choice between big data discriminatory
pricing and targeted marketing are discussed from the perspective of marketing [27]; the
impacts of information cost [28] and incomplete rationality [29] on enterprise income, based
on the discriminatory pricing strategy, are considered.

Some scholars have given suggestions on how to solve the problem of big data discrimi-
natory pricing of the service platforms by legal regulation. Liu et al. [16] analyzed the legal
regulation dilemma of big data discriminatory pricing from the Price Law, the Consumer
Rights Protection Law, and other laws. Then, they put forward governance suggestions to
regulate big data discriminatory pricing behavior from three ways of the current relief system
in society, the applicability of the law, and the supervision on the platform. Steppe [23] ana-
lyzed whether and how the General Data Protection Regulation affects price discrimination
based on the processing of personal data, and then provided a series of rights and obligations
related to big data discriminatory pricing. Drechsler and Benito Sanchez [17] reviewed and
compared the Data Protection Law and Anti-Discrimination Law which regulate big data
discriminatory pricing, and then they put forward comprehensive recommendations to solve
the problem of misalignments at the intersection of these two laws. Vedder and Naudts [30]
focused on the opacity of big data algorithms and proposed an accountability mechanism to
regulate the platform algorithm. However, due to the concealment of big data algorithms and
the ambiguity of laws, it is difficult to achieve the expected effect by using laws to regulate
big data discriminatory pricing behavior.

Evolutionary game theory combines game theory analysis with dynamic evolution
process analysis [13]. The evolutionary game provides a new analytical paradigm for the study
of multicycle dynamic game problems. With the development of game theory, some scholars
have widely applied evolutionary games to the supervision of big data discriminatory pricing
and put forward corresponding countermeasures. For example, Liu et al. [13] considered
the risk aversion behavior of service platforms, established a tripartite evolutionary game
model of the government, service platforms, and consumers, then studied the regulatory
mechanism design to prevent the big data discriminatory pricing behavior of service platforms.
Their results show that when the service platform is risk-averse, if the government does not
supervise the platform, tax rates can play a good role; if the government chooses to supervise
the platform, high penalties can restrain big data discriminatory pricing behavior. Wu et al. [31]
established a tripartite evolutionary game model of the government, e-commerce platform,
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and consumers based on the prospect theory and psychological accounts considering the
cooperative supervision of government and consumers, then they studied the supervision
strategy of “deceptive pricing of acquaintances” used by the e-commerce platform. They found
that increasing the cost reference point and government punishment and reducing the value
reference point can effectively curb the “deceptive pricing of acquaintances” of the platform.
Lei et al. [9] firstly discussed the game equilibrium between the big data discriminatory
pricing behavior of e-commerce platforms and the choice of user consumption channels with
government supervision. They pointed out that the e-commerce market would fall into the
dilemma of big data discriminatory pricing and believed that consumers, as the victims of
direct interests, can cooperate with the government to supervise the big data discriminatory
pricing behavior of e-commerce platform. The results show that when the government
punishment is insufficient, the big data discriminatory pricing behavior of the platform can
be effectively restrained by the active supervision from consumers. However, the research
scope is still limited. The difficulty in safeguarding the rights and interests of consumers
has not yet been solved [32]. Especially when consider the opacity of big data algorithms
and rules, it is difficult to identify and prove the big data discriminatory pricing behavior.
The evolutionary game is an effective tool for clarifying the complex game relationship and
strategy evolution path. The recurrent use of big data discriminatory pricing strategy by the
service platform requires time-related research methods. Therefore, the evolutionary game tool
will be used to solve the problem of regulating big data discriminatory pricing behavior of the
service platform.

It can be seen that the issue of big data discriminatory pricing has been studied
[14,15,20–29], its coping strategy has become the current research hotspots [16,17,30], and
government supervision should be strengthened to regulate the big data discriminatory
pricing of service platform [9,13,31]. However, the hidden characteristics of big data
discriminatory pricing cause the difficulties in obtaining evidence, complaining, and safe-
guarding rights. The third-party supervision agency has more professional knowledge,
technology, capital, human resources, etc., who could quickly identify the big data discrimi-
natory pricing of the platform, and alleviate the shortage of government supervision [11].
This paper considers the difficulty in safeguarding the rights and interests of consumers,
the ineffectiveness of government supervision, and the professionalism of the third party, a
collaborative supervision mechanism of the government and the third party is proposed to
improve the effectiveness of supervision on the big data discriminatory pricing behavior.
The results show that compared with consumer participation in regulation [9], the positive
supervision of the third party can effectively regulate the big data discriminatory pricing
behavior of a big platform.

In summary, the innovations of this paper are given as follows. Previous studies have
focus on a single platform, the government, and consumers; this paper studies two asymmetric
service platforms, the government, and the third party in order to be closer to the actual
situation that “the large-scale platform occupies a huge market share and the medium-sized
platform occupies a minimal market share” and “the difficultly for consumers to judge and
prove the big data discriminatory pricing behavior”, and explores the regulatory dilemma
and governance mechanism for the platform’s big data discriminatory pricing. Moreover,
the System Dynamics model is built to explore the impacts of government supervision and
consumer conversion rate on the platform pricing strategy.

3. Evolutionary Game Model with Government Supervision
3.1. Model Assumptions and Construction

We consider two kinds of competition platforms, such as the large-scale service platform
(referred to as “big platform”) A and the small and medium-sized service platform (referred
to as “small platform”) B. The big platform has obvious advantages over the small platform
in terms of user scale, capital, and technical capabilities. Both types of platforms have a
certain moral hazard when making the optional pricing strategies, whether fair pricing or
discriminatory pricing. The fair pricing strategy means that the service platform takes the
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market as the benchmark and takes the demand as the orientation to formulate a fair and
reasonable price level without infringing on consumers’ legitimate rights and interests [9].
On the contrary, it is the discriminatory pricing strategy when the service platform makes
discriminatory pricing against different consumers based on the big data analysis technology,
the information opacity of online transaction, and its information resources [9].

Assumption 1. The probabilities of the big platform A adopting the discriminatory pricing strategy
and the fair pricing strategy, respectively, are x and 1− x, satisfying 0 ≤ x ≤ 1; the probabilities
of the small platform B adopting the discriminatory pricing strategy and the fair pricing strategy,
respectively, are y and 1− y, satisfying 0 ≤ y ≤ 1. The two platforms are rational and try to
maximize their profits.

Assumption 2. This study assumes that there are only two platforms in the market. The initial
number of loyal consumers on the big platform and the small platform, respectively, are NA and
NB; the total initial number of consumers who change randomly between the two platforms is
2NAB, that is, the average initial number of non-loyal consumers on each platform is NAB; the total
number of potential consumers in the market is N. It satisfies that 0 < NAB < NB < NA and
2NAB + NB + NA < N.

Assumption 3. Regardless of the pricing difference between the two platforms, this paper assumes
that the fair pricing and the discriminatory pricing of the two platforms are P and (1 + α)P,
respectively, where α > 0 represents the marginal increase coefficient of the discriminatory pricing.
The costs paid by the big platform and the small platform when adopting the discriminatory pricing
strategy are C1 and C2 respectively, and the costs paid by the big platform and the small platform
when adopting the fair pricing strategy are CA and CB, respectively. Due to the fact that the platform
adopts a discriminatory pricing strategy, it is necessary to evaluate the market, technology update,
etc., and the big platform has more advantages than the small platform in terms of user scale and
technical capabilities. Therefore, CA < CB < C1 < C2 is satisfied.

Assumption 4. When the platform adopts the discriminatory pricing strategy, that is, charges loyal
consumer (1 + α)P and non-loyal consumer P, a proportion of loyal consumers will be transferred
to the competitive platform, denoted 0 < θ1 < 1 as the conversion rate. When the platform
adopts the fair pricing strategy, that is, charges consumers P, a proportion of potential consumers
will be transferred to this platform. Because the two platforms are in the same market, and the
potential consumers can choose either platform if both platforms charge a fair price, so here assume
that 0 < θ2 < 0.5 as the conversion rate, since the total conversion rate of both platforms can’t
exceed one hundred percent.

Assumption 5. Since it is difficult and infeasible for the government to punish a platform based
on the quantity of consumers, similar to paper [9], assume that the government punishment on the
platform for its big data discriminatory pricing behavior is C(γ, α, P) = γ(αP)2, where γ > 0
represents the coefficient of government punishment and αP is the excess fees on loyal consumers
according to the discriminatory pricing.

Table 1. Payment matrix of the big platform and the small platform.

The Small Platform

Discriminatory Pricing (Probability y) Fair Pricing (Probability 1−y)

The big platform

Discriminatory pricing
(Probability x)

((1 + α)P− C1)(1− θ1)NA+

(P− CA)(NAB + θ1 NB)− γ(αP)2,
((1 + α)P− C2)(1− θ1)NB+

(P− CB)(NAB + θ1 NA)− γ(αP)2

((1 + α)P− C1)(1− θ1)NA+

(P− CA)NAB − γ(αP)2,
(P− CB)[NB + NAB + θ1 NA+
θ2(N − NA − NB − 2NAB)]

Fair pricing
(Probability 1− x)

(P− CA)[NA + NAB + θ1 NB+
θ2(N − NA − NB − 2NAB)],
((1 + α)P− C2)(1− θ1)NB+

(P− CB)NAB − γ(αP)2

(P− CA)[NA + NAB+
θ2(N − NA − NB − 2NAB)],
(P− CB)[NB + NAB+
θ2(N − NA − NB − 2NAB)]

Note: The order of the payoff in the table is the revenues of the big platform and the small platform, respectively.
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The big platform and the small platform compete against each other. The payment
matrix of their pricing evolutionary game with the government supervision mechanism is
shown in Table 1.

3.2. Evolutionary Game Equilibrium
According to the payment matrix in Table 1, the expected payoffs of the big platform

when choosing the discriminatory pricing strategy and the fair pricing strategy are obtained
together with the average payoff, respectively.

π11 = y[((1 + α)P− C1)(1− θ1)NA + (P− CA)(NAB + θ1 NB)− γ(αP)2]

+(1− y)[((1 + α)P− C1)(1− θ1)NA + (P− CA)NAB − γ(αP)2]

= y(P− CA)θ1 NB + ((1 + α)P− C1)(1− θ1)NA + (P− CA)NAB − γ(αP)2
(1)

π12 = y[(P− CA)(NA + NAB + θ1 NB + θ2(N − NA − NB − 2NAB))]
+(1− y)[(P− CA)(NA + NAB + θ2(N − NA − NB − 2NAB))]
= y(P− CA)θ1 NB + (P− CA)[NA + NAB + θ2(N − NA − NB − 2NAB)]

(2)

π1 = xπ11 + (1− x)π12 (3)

where π11 represents the expected payoff of the big platform when choosing the discrimi-
natory pricing; π12 represents the expected payoff of the big platform when choosing the
fair pricing; π1 represents the average payoff of the big platform’s pricing behavior.

Then, the replicator dynamic equation for the big platform to choose the discriminatory
pricing strategy is:

F(x) = dx
dt = x(π11 − π1) = x(1− x)(π11 − π12)

= x(1− x)[(αP− C1 + CA)(1− θ1)NA − (P− CA)(θ1 NA + θ2(N − NA − NB − 2NAB))− γ(αP)2]
(4)

Similarly, we can obtain the expected payoffs and the average payoff of the small
platform (similarly denoted as π21, π22 and π2), then build the replicator dynamic equation
F(y) for the small platform to choose the discriminatory pricing strategy. Since the payment
matrix has a symmetrical structure, we can obtain F(y) from F(x), when substitute y for x,
C2 for C1, CB for CA, and NB for NA. We have:

F(y) = y(1− y)[(αP− C2 + CB)(1− θ1)NB − (P− CB)(θ1 NB + θ2(N − NA − NB − 2NAB))− γ(αP)2] (5)

Denoted RA = (αP− C1 + CA)(1− θ1)NA as the additional profit obtained by the
big platform adopting the discriminatory pricing strategy from the loyal consumers who
still choose the big platform. Denoted R1 = (P− CA)(θ1NA + θ2(N − NA − NB − 2NAB))
as the profit loss of the big platform that compares to the fair pricing, the discriminatory
pricing strategy leads to the loss of some loyal consumers and potential consumers. When
considering the small platform, we can denote R2 = (P− CB)(θ1NB + θ2(N − NA − NB −
2NAB)) and RB = (αP − C2 + CB)(1− θ1)NB, which have a similar meaning of the big
platform. Then, the replicator dynamic equations of the discriminatory pricing strategy for
the big platform and the small platform are as follows:{

F(x) = x(1− x)(RA − R1 − γ(αP)2)

F(y) = y(1− y)(RB − R2 − γ(αP)2)
(6)

Proposition 1. There exist four partial equilibrium points, which are (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)
and no mixed strategy in the evolutionary game.

Proof of Proposition 1. According to the stability theorem of differential equations, the
replicator dynamic Equation (6) should be satisfied that F(x) = 0 and F(y) = 0. Obviously,
(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0) and (1, 1) are the partial equilibrium of the system. �
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3.3. Evolutionary Game Stability Analysis
The replicator dynamic Equation (6) are analyzed by the analysis of the Jacobian

matrix. Firstly, solve the partial derivatives of Equation (6) about x and y in turn, then the
Jacobian matrix is obtained as:

J =

[
∂F(x)

∂x
∂F(x)

∂y
∂F(y)

∂x
∂F(y)

∂y

]
=

[
a11 a12
a21 a22

]
=

[
(1− 2x)(RA − R1 − γ(αP)2) 0
0 (1− 2y)(RB − R2 − γ(αP)2)

]
(7)

According to the theory proposed by Friedman [33], the following two conditions
must be satisfied simultaneously: 1© the trace of the Jacobian matrix is less than 0, that
is, trJ = a11 + a22 < 0; 2© the determinant of the Jacobian matrix is greater than 0, that

is, detJ =

∣∣∣∣ a11 a12
a21 a22

∣∣∣∣ = a11a22 − a12a21 > 0. Then, the equilibrium point of replicator

dynamic equation is the system evolutionary stability strategy (ESS). Therefore, the four
partial equilibrium points (0, 0), (0,1), (1, 0), and (1, 1) are substituted into a11, a12, a21 and
a22 respectively, and the results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Specific values at the partial equilibrium point.

Partial Equilibrium Point a11 a12 a21 a22

(0,0)
(Fair pricing, Fair pricing) RA − R1 − γ(αP)2 0 0 RB − R2 − γ(αP)2

(0,1)
(Fair pricing, Discriminatory pricing) RA − R1 − γ(αP)2 0 0 −(RB − R2 − γ(αP)2)

(1,0)
(Discriminatory pricing, Fair pricing) −(RA − R1 − γ(αP)2) 0 0 RB − R2 − γ(αP)2

(1,1)
(Discriminatory pricing,
Discriminatory pricing)

−(RA − R1 − γ(αP)2) 0 0 −(RB − R2 − γ(αP)2)

Proposition 2. There are four cases: 1© If RA < R1 + γ(αP)2 and RB < R2 + γ(αP)2, the system
exists evolutionary stability strategy (0, 0), namely (fair pricing, fair pricing); 2© If RA < R1 + γ(αP)2

and RB > R2 + γ(αP)2, the system exists evolutionary stability strategy (0, 1), namely (fair pricing,
discriminatory pricing); 3© If RA > R1 +γ(αP)2 and RB < R2 +γ(αP)2, the system exists evolutionary
stability strategy (1, 0), namely (discriminatory pricing, fair pricing); 4© If RA > R1 + γ(αP)2 and
RB > R2 + γ(αP)2, the system exists evolutionary stability strategy (1, 1), namely (discriminatory
pricing, discriminatory pricing).

Proof of Proposition 2. According to the theory proposed by Friedman [33], only the
equilibrium point of the system satisfies both trJ < 0 and detJ > 0 is the evolutionary
stability strategy (ESS). Based on trJ = a11 + a22 < 0 and detJ = a11a22 − a12a21 > 0,
it can be seen from Table 2 that only when a11 < 0 and a22 < 0, there is an ESS in the
system. Consider four cases in Proposition 2, there exist four system evolutionary stability
strategies (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), and (1, 1) respectively. Thus, the stability analysis of the
system equilibrium point in four cases can be obtained, as shown in Table 3.

The above stability analysis shows that the different value of additional profit and
the sum of profit loss and government punishment when the platform adopts the discrim-
inatory pricing strategy has a decisive influence on the evolutionary game equilibrium,
i.e., the price-decision of the big platform and the small platform. The specific results are
as follows:

(1) When the additional profit brought by the discriminatory pricing of both platforms is less
than the sum of their profit loss and government punishment, that is, RA < R1 + γ(αP)2

and RB < R2 + γ(αP)2, the system evolves towards a stable point (0, 0). At this time,
the big platform chooses to charge consumers a fair price. Since the small platform does
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not have obvious advantages in user scale, capital, and technical capacities compared
with the big platform, the small platform will also choose a fair price.

(2) When the additional profit brought by the discriminatory pricing of the big platform is less
than the sum of its profit loss and government punishment, and the additional profit brought
by the discriminatory pricing of the small platform is greater than the sum of its profit loss
and government punishment, that is, RA < R1 + γ(αP)2 and RB > R2 + γ(αP)2, the
system evolves towards a stable point (0, 1). The big platform chooses to price consumers
fairly, and the small platform chooses to price consumers discriminatively.

(3) When the additional profit brought by the discriminatory pricing of the big platform is
greater than the sum of its profit loss and government punishment, and the additional
profit brought by the discriminatory pricing of the small platform is less than the
sum of its profit loss and government punishment, that is, RA > R1 + γ(αP)2 and
RB < R2 + γ(αP)2, the system evolves towards a stable point (1, 0). At this time,
because both platforms will weigh the gains and losses, the big platform chooses to price
consumers discriminatively, and the small platform chooses to price consumers fairly.

(4) When the additional profit brought by the discriminatory pricing of both platforms
is greater than the sum of their profit loss and government punishment, that is,
RA > R1 + γ(αP)2 and RB > R2 + γ(αP)2, the system evolves towards a sta-
ble point (1, 1). Both platforms will choose the discriminatory pricing strategy
for profit-maximization.

Table 3. Stability analysis of the system equilibrium point under different cases.

Equilibrium Points

(0,0) (0,1) (1,0) (1,1)

Eigenvalue a11=RA−R1−γ(αP)2

a22=RB−R2−γ(αP)2
a11=RA−R1−γ(αP)2

a22=−(RB−R2−γ(αP)2)

a11=−(RA−R1−γ(αP)2)

a22=RB−R2−γ(αP)2
a11=−(RA−R1−γ(αP)2)

a22=−(RB−R2−γ(αP)2)

Case 1©

Eigenvalue symbol a11 < 0, a22 < 0 a11 < 0, a22 > 0 a11 > 0, a22 < 0 a11 > 0, a22 > 0
trJ − Uncertainty Uncertainty +

detJ + − − +
Stability ESS Saddle Saddle Unstable

Case 2©

Eigenvalue symbol a11 < 0, a22 > 0 a11 < 0, a22 < 0 a11 > 0, a22 > 0 a11 > 0, a22 < 0
trJ Uncertainty − + Uncertainty

detJ − + + −
Stability Saddle ESS Unstable Saddle

Case 3©

Eigenvalue symbol a11 > 0, a22 < 0 a11 > 0, a22 > 0 a11 < 0, a22 < 0 a11 < 0, a22 > 0
trJ Uncertainty + − Uncertainty

detJ − + + −
Stability Saddle Unstable ESS Saddle

Case 4©

Eigenvalue symbol a11 > 0, a22 > 0 a11 > 0, a22 < 0 a11 < 0, a22 > 0 a11 < 0 , a22 < 0
trJ + Uncertainty Uncertainty −

detJ + − − +
Stability Unstable Saddle Saddle ESS

4. Numerical Simulation under Government Supervision
4.1. Simulation Analysis of System Stability Equilibrium

System Dynamics is an effective tool to analyze the complex system of evolutionary
game. With the help of the Vensim software analysis tool, the System Dynamics model for
pricing behavior of two asymmetric service platforms under the government supervision
mechanism is constructed based on the above evolutionary game system analysis, as shown
in Figure 1.

In Figure 1, two rate equations (change rate of discriminatory pricing probability
of big platform and small platform) are the same as Equations (4) and (5), two profit
functions (big platform discriminatory pricing profit and small platform discriminatory
pricing profit) are the same as π11, and π21. The magnitude selection of initial parameter
values does not affect the results of the evolutionary game. Under the premise of satisfying
0 < NAB < NB < NA, 2NAB + NB + NA < N, CA < CB < C1 < C2, 0 < θ1 < 1, and
0 < θ2 < 0.5, this paper analyzes the impact of different values of the additional profit R1
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(R2), the profit loss RA (RB), and the government punishment γ(αP)2 on the system stability.
The initial proportion pair (x, y) has nothing to do with the result of equilibrium. Consider
two situations corresponding to two pairs of the initial proportions of big platforms and
small platforms that choose discriminatory pricing as (x, y) = {(0.7, 0.3), (0.3, 0.7)}. Then
the numerical simulation is carried out using Vensim software to explore and verify the
evolution trend for the pricing behavior of the two platforms under the government
supervision mechanism in four cases mentioned in Section 3.3. Therefore, the government
punishment γ is mainly changed here.
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Figure 1. The System Dynamics model with the government supervision mechanism.

(1) Let the initial values of model parameters as N = 25, NA = 10, NB = 5, NAB = 4,
CA = 2, CB = 3, C1 = 4, C2 = 5, P = 10, α = 0.5, θ1 = 0.2, θ2 = 0.3 and γ = 0.2, and
then it can be calculated that RA = 24, R1 = 20.8, RB = 12, R2 = 11.2 and γ(αP)2 = 5. So,
the conditions of RA < R1 + γ(αP)2 and RB < R2 + γ(αP)2 (i.e., case 1©) are satisfied, the
meaning and formulas are the same as those in Section 3. The dynamic evolution paths of
the game are shown in Figure 2. It shows that the evolutionary equilibrium of the game
tends to (0, 0), i.e., both types of platforms will choose a fair pricing strategy.
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Figure 2. The dynamic evolution paths of case 1©. (a) The initial proportion pair of both types of
platforms is (0.7, 0.3). (b) The initial proportion pair of both types of platforms is (0.3, 0.7).
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In this case, the government penalty for discriminatory pricing is higher than the
net profits brought by both types of platforms adopting discriminatory pricing. The
equilibrium result has reached an ideal evolutionary stable state, that is, both types of
platforms will choose the fair pricing strategy. In addition, the convergence rate of the
small platform choosing fair pricing is faster than that of the big platform, that is, as long
as the big data discriminatory pricing behavior of the big platform is curbed, the big data
discriminatory pricing behavior of the small platform can be prevented. Therefore, the
government urgently needs to improve the corresponding laws and regulations to restrict
big data discriminatory pricing behavior, improve its recognition rate, then impose severe
punishment on the platform. The punishment for big data discriminatory pricing should
exceed the extra net profits that the platform obtains from discriminatory pricing; then the
discriminatory pricing will not happen. It will protect the legitimate rights and interests of
consumers, and promote the healthy development of the platform economy.

(2) Let the initial values of model parameters as N = 25, NA = 10, NB = 6, NAB = 4,
CA = 2, CB = 3, C1 = 4, C2 = 5, P = 7.3, α = 0.5, θ1 = 0.2, θ2 = 0.3 and γ = 0.1,
and then it can be calculated that RA = 13.2, R1 = 12.19, RB = 7.92, R2 = 6.45 and
γ(αP)2 = 1.33225. Without loss generality, in order to obtain stable evolutionary equilibrium
in this case, the P and NB is also changed here. Now, the conditions of RA < R1 + γ(αP)2

and RB > R2 + γ(αP)2 (i.e., case 2©) are satisfied. The dynamic evolution paths of the game
are shown in Figure 3. It shows that the evolutionary equilibrium of the game is (0, 1), which
means that the big platform chooses a fair pricing strategy and the small platform chooses a
discriminatory pricing strategy.
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Figure 3. The dynamic evolution paths of case 2©. (a) The initial proportion pair of both types of
platforms is (0.7, 0.3). (b) The initial proportion pair of both types of platforms is (0.3, 0.7).

This does not usually happen because the positive network externality in the platform
economy results in “the head platform occupies a huge market share and the general com-
petitive platform occupies a minimal market share”. For example, according to the market
data in 2019, the combined market share of Internet delivery platforms “Meituan” and
“Ele.me “ was 92.8%, and the combined market share of online retail platforms “Alibaba”
and “JD “ was 72.6%. The market concentration is relatively high, and the market is highly
oligopolistic. The big platform has apparent advantages over the small platform in user
scale, capital, and technical capabilities. Therefore, if the small platform makes a discrimi-
natory price higher than the fair price of its competitive big platform, the loyal consumers
and potential consumers of the small platform will transfer to the big platform. It will
significantly reduce the scale and profit of the small platform, which takes a discriminatory
pricing strategy. Compared with case 1©, only when government punishment is reduced to
a certain threshold and the number of loyal consumers on the small platform increases to a
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certain threshold, the fair pricing of the big platform and the discriminatory pricing of the
small platform will appear. Case 2© is a special case.

(3) Let the initial values of model parameters as N = 25, NA = 10, NB = 5, NAB = 4,
CA = 2, CB = 3, C1 = 4, C2 = 5, P = 10, α = 0.5, θ1 = 0.2, θ2 = 0.3 and γ = 0.1, and then
it can be calculated that RA = 24, R1 = 20.8, RB = 12, R2 = 11.2 and γ(αP)2 = 2.5. So,
the conditions of RA > R1 + γ(αP)2 and RB < R2 + γ(αP)2 (i.e., case 3©) are satisfied. The
dynamic evolution paths of the game are shown in Figure 4. It shows that the evolutionary
equilibrium of the game is (1, 0). Finally, the big platform chooses a discriminatory pricing
strategy and the small platform chooses a fair pricing strategy.
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Figure 4. The dynamic evolution paths of case 3©. (a) The initial proportion pair of both types of
platforms is (0.7, 0.3). (b) The initial proportion pair of both types of platforms is (0.3, 0.7).

Currently, this case is a common phenomenon in the service platform market. On the
one hand, the conversion rate of loyal consumers is low (θ1 = 0.2), consumers have high
stickiness to the platform, and consumption habits have been formed. Moreover, due to
the opacity of big data algorithms and rules, the behavior of discriminatory pricing based
on big data is difficult to be found. On the other hand, when the government penalty
is higher (lower) than the extra net profits that the small (big) platform obtains from the
discriminatory pricing, the big data discriminatory pricing behavior of a big platform, that
has a large user base and positive network externality, will become rampant. It damages
the legitimate rights and interests of consumers and hinders fair competition in the market.

(4) Let the initial values of model parameters as N = 25, NA = 10, NB = 5, NAB = 4,
CA = 2, CB = 3, C1 = 4, C2 = 5, P = 10, α = 0.5, θ1 = 0.2, θ2 = 0.3 and γ = 0.01, and then
it can be calculated that RA = 24, R1 = 20.8, RB = 12, R2 = 11.2 and γ(αP)2 = 0.25. So,
the conditions of RA > R1 + γ(αP)2 and RB > R2 + γ(αP)2 (i.e., case 4©) are satisfied. The
dynamic evolution paths of the game are shown in Figure 5. The final evolutionary stability
strategy of the system is (1, 1). Therefore, both types of platforms will tend to choose a
discriminatory pricing strategy.

As we know, different consumers have different preferences to the platform used, and
there exists cost when consumers switch from one platform to another. If there lacks an
adequate supervision mechanism such as inaction or lower punishment of the government
(γ = 0.01) on the discriminatory pricing of the platform, both types of platforms have an
opportunistic tendency to carry out discriminatory pricing for extra profits. It will damage
the legitimate rights and interests of consumers and affect the healthy development of the
platform economy. Fortunately, in recent years, more and more actions and policies have
been taken to curb the big data discriminatory pricing behavior in the Internet platform
market. Governments have announced the Anti-Unfair Competition Law, the Prohibition
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of Unfair Competition on the Internet (Draft for Comments), and the Regulations on
Administrative Penalties for Price Violations (Draft for Comments), and so on, which
define the identification standards and punishment regulations for big data discriminatory
pricing behavior and safeguard the legitimate rights and interests of counterparties in the
transaction. To a certain extent, the big data discriminatory pricing behaviors have been
effectively restrained.
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Figure 5. The dynamic evolution paths of case 4©. (a) The initial proportion pair of both types of
platforms is (0.7, 0.3). (b) The initial proportion pair of both types of platforms is (0.3, 0.7).

4.2. Sensitivity Analysis of System Parameters

Similar to Section 4.1, we can take the parameter sensitivity analysis by fixing the
value of other parameters and only changing the value of one parameter based on Vensim
software simulation in different cases. Simply, we only consider the initial proportion pair
(x, y) = (0.7, 0.3), and let the initial values of model parameters be the same as those in
case 4© for Figure 5a, so the stable equilibrium point of the system is (1, 1). Since the main
factors which affect whether the platform adopts the discriminatory pricing strategy are
the government punishment coefficient, the conversion rate of loyal consumers, and the
conversion rate of potential consumers, we change the value of the government punishment
coefficient γ, the conversion rate of loyal consumers θ1, and the conversion rate of potential
consumers θ2 respectively, so as to analyze their affection on the system equilibrium.

(1) Fix the value of other parameters, let the government punishment coefficient
γ1 = 0.01, γ2 = 0.1 and γ3 = 0.2, then take the System Dynamic simulation of evolutionary
game, respectively. The results are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 shows that with the increase of the government punishment coefficient γ, the
rate of both types of platforms choosing discriminatory pricing is slowed down and will
finally be zero, so the government punishment has important affection on discriminatory
pricing. Combine (a) with (b), the results show that both types of platforms will finally choose
a fair pricing strategy (discriminatory pricing strategy) when the government punishment
coefficient is large enough (too small), corresponding to the case γ3 = 0.2 (γ1 = 0.01), that
is, the government punishment on the discriminatory pricing of the platform is greater (less)
than the extra net profit that each platform obtains from the discriminatory pricing. When the
government punishment coefficient is moderate, corresponding to the case γ2 = 0.1, that is,
the government punishment on the discriminatory pricing of the platform is greater than the
extra net profit that the small platform obtains from the discriminatory pricing but less than
the extra net profit that the big platform obtains, the big platform will choose discriminatory
pricing strategy, and the small platform will choose fair pricing strategy.
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Figure 6. System simulation results of the sensitivity analysis to γ. (a) The impact of γ on the big plat-
form discriminatory pricing probability x. (b) The impact of γ on the small platform discriminatory
pricing probability y.

(2) Fix the value of other parameters, let the conversion rate of loyal consumers
θ11 = 0.2, θ12 = 0.4 and θ13 = 0.6, then take the System Dynamic simulation of the
evolutionary game, respectively. The results are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. System simulation results of the sensitivity analysis to θ1. (a) The impact of θ1 on the
big platform discriminatory pricing probability x. (b) The impact of θ1 on the small platform
discriminatory pricing probability y.

Figure 7 shows that with the increase in the conversion rate of loyal consumers, more
and more initial loyal consumers of the platform who performs discriminatory pricing
will turn to the competitive platform, which will significantly affect the profit and pricing
behavior of the platform; therefore, the system equilibrium will evolve to fair pricing.

(3) Fix the value of other parameters, let the conversion rate of potential consumers
θ21 = 0.3, θ22 = 0.45 and θ23 = 0.49, then take the System Dynamic simulation of the
evolutionary game, respectively. The results are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 shows that with the increase in the conversion rate of potential consumers,
more and more potential consumers in the market will choose the platform that adopts
a fair pricing strategy, along with the loss of the platform that performs discriminatory
pricing. So, the system equilibrium will involve to fair pricing strategy.
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Figure 8. System simulation results of the sensitivity analysis to θ2. (a) The impact of θ2 on the
big platform discriminatory pricing probability x. (b) The impact of θ2 on the small platform
discriminatory pricing probability y.

5. Evolutionary Game Model with Collaborative Supervision of the Government and
Third-Party

According to the aforementioned analysis, improving the conversion rate of consumers
and government punishment can curb the big data discriminatory pricing behavior of
platforms. The Chinese government has promulgated and announced relevant policies
such as the Anti-Unfair Competition Law, the Prohibition of Unfair Competition on the
Internet, and the Regulations on Administrative Penalties for Price Violations. But it has
not achieved the expected effect in some ways because of the hidden characteristics of big
data discriminatory pricing behavior due to the difficulties in safeguarding consumers’
rights and obtaining the evidence needed for government punishment. Therefore, there
is a regulatory dilemma. Lei et al. [9] have studied the cooperation of consumers and the
government to supervise the big data discriminatory pricing behavior of platforms. But
consumers have disadvantage in information about the platform, and it is difficult for
them to safeguard their rights. The third-party supervision agency has more professional
knowledge, technology, capital, human resources, etc. Some scholars [10–12] have pointed
out the benefits of introducing third-party supervision, such as sharing the heavy task of
government supervision, alleviating the pressure and deficiency of government supervision,
and cooperating with the government to safeguard the rights and interests of consumers.
Thus, a third-party supervision agency is introduced to the evolutionary game model with
the government mentioned in Section 3; the collaborative supervision mechanism of the
government and the third party is studied as follows.

Since the big platform has more possibility and willingness to choose discriminatory
pricing strategy than the small platform, we only consider the collaborative supervision
mechanism of the government and third-party on the big platform. The third-party super-
vision agency has two alternative strategies: active supervision and passive supervision.
Active supervision means that the third-party supervision agency actively investigates
and supervises the big data discriminatory pricing behavior of the big platform by using
its technology and professional knowledge, and accepts the entrustment of consumers to
protect their rights through media exposure and legal prosecution. Passive supervision
means that the third-party supervision agency holds a passive and inactive attitude towards
the big data discriminatory pricing behavior of the big platform, and gets no initiative and
insufficient resources in supervision. When the third-party supervision agency performs
passive supervision, only government regulation will have an impact on the big data dis-
criminatory pricing behavior of the big platform. When the third-party supervision agency
performs active supervision, the big platform, which chooses the big data discriminatory
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pricing strategy, has to pay a certain amount of compensation F to consumers and face a
specific reputation loss L1. The mechanism of fixed fee plus reward and punishment is
performed between the consumers (principal) and the third party (agent), which means
consumers need to pay fixed service fees (or commissions) Rt to the third party for the
entrustment, who will also get the reward R after successful supervision. The cost of active
supervision is Ct1, including the purchase cost of advanced cloud technology and survey
equipment, labor costs of professional supervision, and rights protection personnel, and so
on; the cost of passive supervision is Ct2, satisfying Ct2 < Ct1 because the resource invest-
ment and supervision action are insufficient. In addition, the active supervision will bring a
certain social reputation M to the third party. However, if the passive supervision is carried
out, the liquidated damage βRt will be paid to consumers by the third party, where β > 0 is
the ratio to characterize the degree of punishment on the third party because of its passive
supervision behavior. Similar to Section 3.1 and Table 1, we obtain the payment matrix
of the big platform and the third party under the collaborative supervision mechanism
of the government and the third-party, which is shown in Table 4, where there is no θ1NB
in the payment equation of the big platform since θ1NB represents loyal consumers who
have transferred from the small platform to the big platform, and no loyal consumers will
transfer from the small platform to the big platform because the small platform performs
the fair pricing strategy.

Table 4. Payment matrix of the big platform and the third party.

The Third Party

Active Supervision
(Probability z)

Passive Supervision
(Probability 1−z)

The big platform

Discriminatory pricing
(Probability x)

((1 + α)P− C1)(1− θ1)NA+

(P− CA)NAB − γ(αP)2 − F− L1,
Rt + R− Ct1 + M

((1 + α)P− C1)(1− θ1)NA+

(P− CA)NAB − γ(αP)2,
(1− β)Rt − Ct2

Fair pricing
(Probability 1− x)

(P− CA)(NA + NAB+
θ2(N − NA − NB − 2NAB)),

Rt − Ct1 + M

(P− CA)(NA + NAB+
θ2(N − NA − NB − 2NAB)),

(1− β)Rt − Ct2

Note: The order of the payoff in the table is the revenues of the big platform and the third-party, respectively.

Similar to Section 3.2, the final replicator dynamic equations of the discriminatory
pricing strategy for the big platform and the active supervision strategy for the third party
can be obtained from Table 4:{

F(x) = x(1− x)[−z(F + L1) + RA − R1 − γ(αP)2]
F(z) = z(1− z)(xR− Ct1 + M + βRt + Ct2)

(8)

According to Equations (8), the Jacobian matrix of the evolutionary game is:

J =

[
(1− 2x)[−z(F + L1) + RA − R1 − γ(αP)2] −x(1− x)(F + L1)
z(1− z)R (1− 2z)(xR− Ct1 + M + βRt + Ct2]

]
(9)

Proposition 3. Under the premise of strong government punishment ( 0 < RB − R2 < γ(αP)2 <

RA − R1), only when Ct1 < Ct2 + βRt + M and RA < R1 + γ(αP)2 + F + L1 hold, there exists
unique evolutionary stability equilibrium (0, 1) of the system.

Proof of Proposition 3. When Ct1 < Ct2 + βRt + M and RA < R1 + γ(αP)2 + F + L1 hold,
substitute x = 0 and y = 1 in Equation (9), we have: a11 = −F− L1 + RA− R1− γ(αP)2 < 0,
a12 = 0, a21 = 0 and a22 = −(−Ct1 + M + βRt + Ct2) < 0, it can be obtained that
trJ = a11 + a22 < 0 and detJ = a11a22 − a12a21 > 0, so (0, 1) is the evolutionary stability
equilibrium. The stability analysis of other equilibrium points under these conditions is
shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Stability analysis of each equilibrium point.

Equilibrium trJ detJ Stability

(0, 0) + or Uncertainty + or− Unstable or Saddle
(0, 1) − + ESS
(1, 0) + or Uncertainty + or− Unstable or Saddle
(1, 1) Uncertainty − Saddle

Similarly, the System Dynamics model with the collaborative supervision of the
government and the third party is constructed, as shown in Figure 9, and numerical
simulation is carried out to explore the evolution process of the big platform.
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Figure 9. The System Dynamics model with the collaborative supervision mechanism of the govern-
ment and the third party.

According to Proposition 2, when 0 < RB − R2 < γ(αP)2 < RA − R1, the big platform
will choose the discriminatory pricing strategy if there only exists government punishment.
Now, further consider the supervision of the third party. According to Proposition 3,
Ct1 < Ct2 + βRt + M and RA < R1 + γ(αP)2 + F + L1 should be held. In order to compare
with case 3© in Section 4.1, let N = 25, NA = 10, NB = 5, NAB = 4, CA = 2, CB = 3,
C1 = 4, C2 = 5, P = 10, α = 0.5, θ1 = 0.2, θ2 = 0.3, γ = 0.1, F = 0.6, L1 = 1, Ct1 = 6,
Ct2 = 1, β = 0.2, Rt = 15, M = 3 and R = 2. Set two pairs of the initial proportions
of the big platform who chooses discriminatory pricing and the third party who chooses
active supervise behavior as (x, z) = {(0.7, 0.3), (0.3, 0.7)}. The dynamic evolution paths
are shown in Figure 10.

As can be seen from Figure 10, in the early stage, there exist some big platforms
implementing big data discriminatory pricing because the government punishment is not
large enough to offset the extra net profits brought by the discriminatory pricing. But when
the more third-party supervision agencies adopt the active supervision strategy, the more
the big data discriminatory pricing behaviors of the big platform will be frequently exposed
and reported by the third party, and more big platforms will turn to adopt the fair pricing
strategy in consideration of the loss of reputation and profits. Finally, the system evolution
stability equilibrium tends to (0, 1), which means that the big platform will choose the fair
pricing strategy, and the third party will adopt the active supervision strategy.
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Figure 10. The evolution paths of stability point (0, 1). (a) The initial proportion pair of the big
platform and the third party is (0.7, 0.3). (b) The initial proportion pair of the big platform and the
third party is (0.3, 0.7).

Next, perform the parameter sensitivity analysis. Fix the value of other parameters, let the gov-
ernment punishment coefficient and reputation loss (γ, L1) = {(0.1,1), (0.12,1), (0.12,2), (0.14,3)},
firstly analyze government punishment coefficient γ and reputation loss L1, which affect the
decision of big platform; let the fixed service fee, social reputation and active supervision cost
(Rt, M, Ct1) = {(15,3,6), (16,3,6), (16,3.5,6), (16,3.5,7)}, then analyze fixed service fee (or commis-
sion) Rt, social reputation M and active supervision cost Ct1, which affect the decision of the third
party. The evolution stability trend of the big platform and the third party is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. The parameter sensitivity analysis. (a) The impact of γ and L1 on the strategy choice of
the big platform. (b) The impact of Rt, M, and Ct1 on the strategy choice of the third party.

As can be seen from Figure 11a, the government punishment coefficient γ and rep-
utation loss L1 are both negatively correlated with the probability of the big platform
who perform the big data discriminatory pricing, so the combined effect of government
punishment and reputation loss accelerates the evolution speed of the big platform from
discriminatory pricing to fair pricing. As can be seen from Figure 11b, the probability of the
third party who choose active supervision is promoted by fixed service fees Rt and social
reputation M, while bearing the negative affects of the active supervision cost Ct1. The
difference between positive effect and negative effect affects the behavior of the third party.
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There exists one positive feedback that the more motivated the third party is to supervise
and expose the big data discriminatory pricing behavior of big platform, which actively
safeguards the legitimate rights and interests of consumers, then the third party improves
its image and obtains more benefits, which in turn promotes the third party to supervise
big platform actively.

6. Conclusions
6.1. Main Conclusions

The problem of big data discriminatory pricing has affected the development of
the platform economy. This paper firstly constructs an evolutionary game model with a
government supervision mechanism to characterize the competition and pricing decisions
of the big platform and the small platform. Then, we analyze its system stable equilibrium
and carry out a numerical simulation combined with System Dynamics to explore the
choice of pricing strategies of both types of platforms under four cases. The sensitivity
analysis of parameters is performed. There exists a regulatory dilemma for the government
because of high supervision cost and hidden information of the platform. On this basis,
different from the previous studies on the big data discriminatory pricing of platforms
based on consumers cooperating with the government [9,13,31], this paper puts forward
the collaborative supervision mechanism of the government and the third party to solve
the regulatory dilemma. Through the analysis of the equilibrium, the following important
conclusions are obtained.

Firstly, under the government supervision mechanism, we find that the government
punishment has a deterrent effect on big data discriminatory pricing behavior of the service
platform and curbs it partly. However, if the government punishment is insufficient, the
deterrent effect of the government punishment on the big service platform is unsuccessful
in some way because of its large user base and positive network effect, the big service
platform often chooses not to immediately engage in big data discriminatory pricing and
waits for the right time to carry out big data discriminatory pricing. Therefore, the big data
discriminatory pricing of big service platform frequently occurs.

Secondly, under the government supervision mechanism, improving the conversion
rate of consumers from the discriminatory pricing platform to fair pricing platform can
also effectively regulate the big data discriminatory pricing behavior of the platform. Some
scholars [9,13,31] have proposed that consumers should participate in the supervision of
platforms. However, there exists a regulatory dilemma that it is difficult for consumers
to collect evidence and prove the big data discriminatory pricing behavior of platforms
during their reporting and safeguarding rights [32]. Therefore, the third-party supervision
agency should be introduced to cooperate with the government to supervise the big data
discriminatory pricing behavior of big platforms. The results show that compared with
consumer participation in regulation [9], the positive supervision of the third party can
effectively regulate big data discriminatory pricing behavior of the big platform.

Thirdly, the combined effect of government punishment and reputation loss of a
platform can significantly inhibit the big data discriminatory pricing behavior of a big
platform. So, when the third party actively participates in the supervision, it will relieve
the pressure on the government and cover the inadequate capability of consumers, thus
solving the regulatory dilemma. At the same time, the pressure from public opinion and
reputation loss will force the big platform to choose a fair pricing strategy.

Finally, whether the third party performs active supervision depends on the supervision
cost and its revenue, such as service fees and social reputation. The greater the revenue is than
the supervision cost, the more motivated the third party is to choose active supervision.

6.2. Main Contributions

The main contributions of this study are shown in the following three aspects. Firstly,
from a theoretical perspective, unlike previous studies [9,13,31] on preventing the big
data discriminatory pricing behavior in service platforms, which advocated consumers to
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participate in government supervision of platforms, this study gives a new perspective
by considering that the third party cooperates with the government to supervise the big
data discriminatory pricing of platforms. Compared with consumers, the third-party
supervision agency has more professional knowledge, technology, capital, and human
resources, etc. In addition, this study provides theoretical support under a new situation,
including two asymmetric service platforms, the government, and the third party, where
asymmetric service platform means that platforms have differences in user scale, capital,
technical capabilities, etc. This study is about two platforms of different sizes.

Secondly, unlike the previous evolutionary game studies [9,13,31], this study consid-
ers consumer transfer behavior and carries out an analysis of pricing behavior on two
asymmetric service platforms. Combined with System Dynamics, this study provides a
numerical simulation to analyze the system stability equilibrium and parameter sensitivity.

Thirdly, from the practical perspective, on the one hand, the research under the govern-
ment supervision mechanism in this study can provide the government with an effective
reference for policy decisions. This study finds that the deterrence of the government
punishment can push the service platform not to choose the big data discriminatory pricing,
however, when the government punishment is insufficient, the big platform always tends
to discriminatory pricing. The supply chain of service platforms falls into the dilemma
of incurring the big data discriminatory pricing behavior of the big platform when only
relying on government punishment; other measures are required. On the other hand, the
research under the collaborative supervision of the government and the third party in this
study can provide some references for the supervision mechanism design of the big data
discriminatory pricing behavior in service platforms. This study shows that compared with
consumer participation in regulation [9], the positive supervision of the third party can ef-
fectively regulate big data discriminatory pricing behavior of the big platform. Therefore, a
new mode of collaborative supervision between the government and the third party should
be formed to cope with the difficulty in safeguarding the rights and interests of consumers,
the ineffectiveness of government supervision, and fully apply the professionalism of the
third party.

6.3. Main Implications and Research Limitations

In brief, the governance of big data discriminatory pricing behavior requires the joint
participation of the government, platforms, the third party, and consumers, so as to ensure
the healthy, sustainable and stable development of the platform economy. Firstly, the
punishment can be used under government supervision. A high punishment can prevent
the service platform from using big data discriminatory pricing, but it is not always the
higher the better. Excessive punishment cannot significantly shorten the time spent for the
service platform to choose fair pricing, and the small platform may be squeezed out of the
market, giving the big platform a competitive advantage. Thus, the measures taken by the
government should make the platform think that the government is not too harsh, which is
conducive to the development of platform enterprises. Specifically, the government should
improve the laws, regulations, and regulatory regimes constantly, adjust the economic
punishment mechanism in a timely and appropriate manner, increase the punishment on
the platform for its big data discriminatory pricing behavior, and improve the deterrence
of law enforcement. Appropriate positive publicity should be offered to the platforms
that operate in compliance to formulate the platform’s industry benchmark. Secondly, the
platform must establish a correct business philosophy, eliminate price fraud consciously
and maintain a fair competitive environment. Furthermore, the supply chain of service
platforms can establish the integrity of the system and form an industry convention for
reasonable collection and utilization of big data and algorithm technology, and encourage
the platforms to supervise each other for joint compliance. Finally, consumers should
raise their awareness of rights protection, entrust the third party to supervise the big
data discriminatory pricing behavior of the platform with an appropriate reward and
punishment mechanism. The cooperation of the government and the third party can
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overcome the regulatory dilemma. All these measures and suggestions will promote the
standardization and compliance of a platform operation, and safeguard the legitimate
rights and interests of consumers.

Certainly, the essence of the game model constructed in this paper is a two-party
evolutionary game, and the design of the supervision mechanism is relatively simple. The
game model of multi parties, including the big platform, the small platform, the third party,
the government, and consumers, and the merchants on the platform need further studying
in the future. Since the simulation values are carried out under simulated conditions, there
may be deviations in the effectiveness of the behavior analysis of the game participants of
the platform’s “big data discriminatory pricing”. Future research should collect relevant
data and carry out empirical analysis to further improve the relevant research on the
prevention of big data discriminatory pricing behavior in service platforms. In addition,
future work can also study the impact of behaviors, such as the consumer’s fairness concern
behavior, on platform decisions. The supervision mechanism should be further detailed
into practical operation.
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